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OBJECTS  
OF THE  
ASSOCIATION
• Be a vehicle for effective and efficient  

communication between various sectors within 
the industry.

• Shape and drive industry and government policy 
development for the benefit of industry.

• Secure the best outcomes for the industry in  
important policy development through effective 
lobbying and other targeted representation. 

• Raise the profile of the industry with community 
opinion leaders, for the purpose of making the 
industry relevant, profitable and sustainable.

• Encourage and facilitate education on issues  
relevant to the sustainable growth of the industry.

• Develop and maintain cohesive and positive  
working relationships with other bodies within 
the industry.
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African Mahogany Australia

Allied Natural Wood Exports 

Allied Timber Products

Altus Renewables

Appita

Associated Kiln Driers (AKD Softwoods)

Australian Forest Contractors Association 

Australian Forest Growers 

Australian Paper

Australian Sustainable Hardwoods 

Auswest Timbers

Boral Timber
Carter Holt Harvey

Circa Group

CO2 Australia

Engineered Wood Products Assoc. of Australia

Fennell Forestry

Forico

Forest Industries Association of Tasmania 

Forest Industries Federation WA

Forest Products Commission WA

Forestry Corporation of NSW 

ForestrySA

Global Forest Partners Group: 

• Australian Bluegum Plantations, 

• Hume Forests, 

• Green Triangle Forest Products 

HQPlantations

HVP Plantations

Hyne Timber
Institute of Foresters of Australia 

Kangaroo Island Plantation Timbers

Kimberly-Clark Australia

Koppers Australia 

Lonza Wood Protection

Midway 

New Forests Asset Management

NF McDonnell & Sons

Norske Skog Australasia

OneFortyOne Plantations

Pentarch Forest Products

PF Olsen

Porthaul

Roundwood Solutions 

Softwoods Working Group

South East Pine Sales 

Sustainable Timber Tasmania

Tabeel Trading

Timberlands Pacific

Timber NSW

Timber Queensland

Timberlink 

Van Schaik’s Bio Gro

VicForests

Victorian Association of Forest Industries

Visy Industries

WA Blue Gum Limited

WA Plantation Resources

Weathertex

Wesbeam

Wespine Industries

Whiteheads Timber SalesSales

AFPA MEMBERS
INCLUDES SA AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
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CHAIR REPORT I am very pleased to report on another strong year for our  
industry association and our industry more broadly. As I speak 
to members around Australia right across the value chain I gain a 
strong sense of optimism. We have some positive tailwinds. 
The dollar has receded against the greenback from its global  
business-killing heights of two years ago. There is strong demand 
for forest products and I am observing some of the traditionally 
non-economic values we are so proud of, such as the inherent 
renewability of the product increasingly influencing buying  
decisions. It could be that after many years of explaining the  
virtues of forest industries; the inherently renewable and  
environmentally friendly nature of what we do, we may be  
approaching a tipping point into acceptance of those arguments.
We are already starting to see more retail companies agreeing 
that proven sustainable management practices and chain of  
custody is important to the end user. We have seen in the last 
year a handful of plantation projects successfully bid into the 
Federal Government’s Emissions Reduction Fund and be  
recognised for their ability to store carbon and contribute to  
Australia’s greenhouse gas reduction targets.
If we can keep this momentum going I can see a day coming 
when timber is the clear environmental choice over steel in 
houseframing, for example, or fibre-based packaging ousting 
plastics from supermarket shelves. And, policy changes may  
hasten those outcomes. But of course it is not all positive news. 
There remain serious challenges from vocal minorities to our  
sustainable use of native forests who misuse ‘half truth’ science 
to drive political outcomes which cost us dearly. Energy costs are 
also too high and a major handbrake on our ability to grow  
and reinvest. 
Dumping of products below cost or below our standards remains 
a serious issue, especially in the paper and tissue area and in  
plywood. The biggest challenge is gaining access to  
more resource. 
Growing our plantation estate has been the number one goal of 
AFPA for the last several years. AFPA was successful in coaxing 
the Federal Government into announcing a new National Forest  
Industries Plan and it is my expectation that when this is  
delivered it will be the catalyst for a new era of resource growth 
in this country.
As we have said so often, we must ensure we have the right 
trees, in the right places, at the right scale. 

As ever I thank you for your continued support of our association.

Greg McCormack 
AFPA Chair 3 4



CEO REPORT The Australian Forest Products Association has had a strong 
year, growing in membership, capacity, capability and  
influence. As the membership list in this annual report  
illustrates, AFPA has gained the support of the vast majority of 
the companies operating right across the forest industry  
value chain. 
The principal reason for companies making this voluntary  
commitment is because AFPA remains focused on making the 
biggest difference possible for member companies. AFPA staff 
are professionals who are completely determined to ensure 
that forest industries face the least amount of policy negatives 
and the most potential upsides through proper recognition of 
all the attributes of our renewable products.  
The long battle to have rotational forestry accepted into the 
Emissions Reduction Fund is a good example of this  
resoluteness. Policy change of any note is a difficult process, 
requiring perseverance, determination and demanding an  
association deploy all the elements of policy making. 
Another example of the AFPA model succeeding is the success 
we have had in ensuring that both major political parties have 
agreed that RFAs will continue to cover our native forest  
operations and that five yearly reviews will ensure they  
effectively become ‘rolling RFAs’.
In financial terms AFPA is in a sound position meeting all our 
obligations to the satisfaction of our auditors. The AFPA Board 
meets four times a year and provides enormously valuable 
oversight and guidance to our operations. The change last year 
to the AFPA Constitution to enable the four AFPA Chambers to 
each offer up two participants, to a vote at the AGM has  
strengthened the Board’s diversity and  
representational structure. 
It was a seminal moment to have the Prime Minister  
announce that the Government would implement a new  
National Forest Industries Plan to compliment the two guiding 
documents which were both produced last century; the  
National Forest Policy Statement of 1992 and the Plantations  
Visions 2020 document of 1997. That plan will be 
delivered shortly. 
AFPA will then have the large task of ensuring that maximum 
positive structural change occurs for our industries and that our 
momentum continues regardless of the outcome of the  
upcoming Federal Election.
Thank you for your continued support.
Ross Hampton 
Chief Executive Officer  
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AFPA BOARD 
2017-2018 AFPA BOARD 
Greg McCormack (Chair) (Midway) 
Gus Carfi (Visy Industries) - To Sept 2017
Jerome Coleman (ForestrySA) - To Sept 2017 
Craig Dunn (Australian Paper)
Geoff Harris (Carter Holt Harvey)
Jon Kleinschmidt (Hyne Timber)
Andrew Leighton (Norske Skog) - To March 2018
Cameron MacDonald (HVP Plantations) - To Dec 2017
James Malone (Wesbeam)
Paul Michael (Weathertex)
Jean-Yves Nouaze (Visy Industries) - From Oct 2017
Glen Rivers (OneFortyOne Plantations) - From Sept 2017
Mark Rogers (New Forests) - From Jan 2018
Ian Telfer (WA Plantation Resources) 
Ian Tyson (Timberlink Australia)

Left to Right: Jon Kleinschmidt, James Malone , Craig Dunn, Paul  
Michael , Jean-Yves Nouaze, Ian Telfer, Greg McCormack, Glen Rivers, 
Ian Tyson, Mark Rogers. 
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AFPA   
MEMBERS  
FORUM 
The AFPA Members Forum is the consultative body 
made up of all AFPA members across our four  
industry Chambers. The Forum meets quarterly to 
hear from politicians, experts, senior public servants 
and to discuss policy positions. 

ABOUT AFPA
The Australian Forest Products Association (AFPA) 
based in Canberra, is the nation’s leading industry 
group representing the full value chain of  
forest industries.  

From the growers and managers of Australia’s 
plantations and native forests, to the timber 
processors and various manufacturers of forest  
related products, all are represented by AFPA.  

Whether it’s member companies or organisations, or 
the tens of thousands of Australians who work across 
the value chain, AFPA is the body to fight for the  
interests of those involved in forest industries.
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GROWERS CHAMBER
Chair: Islay Robertson

The Growers Chamber includes the major plantation owners and government  
business enterprises managing native forests, as well as leading plantation  
management services companies and environmental services. Combined, the 
Growers Chamber members own or manage over 80 per cent of Australia’s  
plantation resource, and a similar proportion of the multiple-use public forests.

HARDWOOD PROCESSING CHAMBER
Chair: Tony Price

The Hardwood Processing Chamber represents hardwood sawmillers, timber  
processors, producers of engineered wood products, exporters of hardwood logs 
and woodchip, and state associations. Hardwood processors use timber sourced 
from public forests as well as hardwood plantations and use the latest technology 
and research to ensure the forest environment is sustainably managed.

PULP, PAPER AND BIOPRODUCTS CHAMBER
Chair:  Andrew Leighton - To March 2018 - Rotating Chair from March 2018 

The Pulp, Paper and Bioproducts Chamber covers a diverse sector producing a 
range of paper and paperboard products, including tissue, printing and writing  
papers, newsprint and packaging papers. The paper industry directly employs 
18,000 people with an annual sales income of over $10 billion from a total  
production of over three million tonnes. 

SOFTWOOD MANUFACTURING CHAMBER
Chair: Ian Tyson

The Softwood Manufacturing Chamber includes softwood sawmillers and  
processors, producers of engineered wood products, and exporters of softwood 
timber products. From our forest plantations, softwood manufacturing industries 
provide renewable products for housing, construction, fibre and energy. 

AFPA  
CHAMBERS
AFPA members are divided into four groups called 
Chambers. Each Chamber meets quarterly and 
subcommittees report back to each respective 
Chamber to ensure more detailed work proceeds 
between Chamber meetings.
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THE AFPA  
OFFICE
AFPA members own Forest Industries House in Deakin, 
ACT, just a few kilometres from Australia’s Parliament 
House. AFPA staff occupy the ground floor of this  
building, whilst the first floor provides rental income. 
Since its formation in 2010, AFPA has proven it is one of 
the most effective industry advocacy organisations,  
zealously championing issues affecting the full forest  
industries value chain and delivering outcomes for  
members. AFPA is staffed by a team of professionals  
dedicated to advancing the interests of all members.  
In 2016 AFPA established a branch office in South Australia 
to fill a void in industry advocacy in that state. 

STAFF AS AT PUBLICATION 
Ross Hampton   Chief Executive Officer 

Elesha Goodwin  Company Secretary & Bookkeeper

Natalie Heazlewood Policy Manager 

Beth Lebo    EA & Office Manager

Gavin Matthew   Senior Policy Manager 

Kevin Peachey   Policy Manager

Fairlie Pearce  Digital & Design Officer 

Joe Prevedello   Communications Manager

Leon Rademeyer  SA Branch Manager

Victor Violante  Senior Policy Manager

Yosh Willis    Digital Campaigner 
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AFPA  
HIGHLIGHTS 
2017 - 2018INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT

120,000 EMPLOYED ACROSS
THE FULL VALUE CHAIN 

INDUSTRY WORTH 
= $23.7 BILLION
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GALA DINNER
In September 2017 AFPA hosted a biennial Gala Dinner 
in the Great Hall of Parliament House in Canberra. It was 
here, in front of hundreds of people involved in Australia’s 
forest industries that Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull  
announced the development of a future National Forest 
Industries Plan. 

This was a major development, given the last blueprints 
for forestry were delivered more than two decades ago in 
1997 and 1992. Excellence in industry was also recognised, 
with award winners announced across different parts of  
the sector.
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KEY ASKS 
Following the Prime Minister’s announcement at the 
Gala Dinner, AFPA developed a new document “Towards 
a National Forest Industries Plan – Key Industry Asks” 
to guide the Federal Government in developing the new 
national blueprint. It included five key building blocks.

1. Delivery of more plantation trees.

2. Security for the native forestry estate.

3. A biofutures revolution.

4. Renewed research capability.

5. Fast tracking of infrastructure and                      
    removal of red tape.

This key document contained the pitch to the Federal 
Government of what forest industries needed from 
the plan.  
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SA CAMPAIGN
In March 2018, South Australia went to the polls to elect a 
new state government. In the weeks and months prior, the 
AFPA SA Branch, with the help of AFPA staff, staged an  
effective campaign. The campaign encouraged political  
parties and candidates to adopt a range of policies  
beneficial for forest industries, as outlined in another  
document “Forest Industries 2018 State Election Asks -  
$77 million Plan – The Building Blocks for Growth”. 

The campaign centred around the key forestry hub of 
Mount Gambier, as well as Adelaide and included  
media launches, polling and a candidate debate.  
Ultimately, the campaign resulted in the incoming Liberal 
Government committing to doubling the value of domestic 
timber manufacturing in SA by 2050.
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NZ FARM  
FORESTRY  
TOUR
In April, a delegation of AFPA and National Farmers 
Federation (NFF) members travelled to Rotorua on New 
Zealand’s north island to examine successful farm  
forestry operations. It followed the NFF President Fiona 
Simson’s endorsment of increased farm forestry  
in Australia. 
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18 BY 2030 
LAUNCH
Ahead of the Parliamentary Friends of Forestry and  
Forest Products June 2018 Dinner at Parliament House, 
AFPA launched the 18 by 2030 climate change challenge 
campaign, a commitment by forest industries to remove 
an 18 additional megatonnes of CO2 equivalent per year 
from 2030. 
  
This goal can be achieved with the right policy settings 
from government. AFPA produced a new document  
outlining how the target can be achieved, while erecting 
large timber figures, spelling out the phrase “18 by 2030” 
on the lawns of Parliament House in Canberra.

Website: www.18by2030.com.au
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Financial Statements 
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THIS REPORT 
IS PRINTED ON 
AUSTRALIAN 
MADE PAPER

Phone: (02)6285 3833

Email: enquiries@ausfpa.com.au

Website: www.ausfpa.com.au

Postal Address: PO BOX 239  
Deakin West ACT 2600 Australia




